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TITLE: SYSTEM FOR EVALUATING AN EMPLOYEE

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application claims priority to co-pending US Patent Application Serial

No. 12/126,260 filed on May 23, 2008, entitled "System for Evaluating an

Employee", co-pending US Patent Application Serial No. 12/126,275 filed on May

23, 2008, entitled "Computer Instructions for Employee Evaluation, and co-pending

US Provisional Application Serial No. 61/055,613 filed on May 23, 2008, entitled

"Method for Evaluating an Employee". These applications are incorporated herein

by reference.

FIELD

[0002] The present embodiments generally relate to a system for performing employee

evaluations.

BACKGROUND

[0003] A need exists for an efficient accurate employee evaluation system that performs

and objective evaluation of an employee.

[0004] A further need exists for an employee evaluation system that allows for accurate real

time tracking of an employees performance.

[0005] The present embodiments meet these needs.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] The detailed description will be better understood in conjunction with the

accompanying drawings as follows:

[0007] Figure 1 depicts an embodiment of the system for employee evaluations.

[0008] Figure 2 depicts an embodiment of a screen shot for creating a department.
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[0009] Figure 3 depicts an embodiment of a screen shot for creating a supervisor profile

and associating the supervisor profile with a department.

[00010] Figure 4 depicts an embodiment of a screen shot for creating an employee profile

and associating the employee profile with a department.

[00011] Figure 5 depicts an embodiment of a screen shot for performing an evaluation of an

employee.

[00012] Figure 6 depicts an embodiment of a screen shot for viewing a percentage of all

employee profiles placed within each of the 5 rating categories.

[00013] Figure 7 depicts an embodiment of a flow diagram for an evaluation of an employee.

[00014] Figure 8 depicts a flow diagram for creating an employee completed employee

evaluation.

[00015] The present embodiments are detailed below with reference to the listed Figures.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[00016] Before explaining the present system in detail, it is to be understood that the system

are not limited to the particular embodiments and that the invention can be practiced

or carried out in various ways.

[00017] A portion of the disclosure of this patent document contains material which is

subject to (copyright or mask work) protection. The (Copyright or mask work)

owner has no objection to the facsimile reproduction by anyone of the patent

document of the patent disclosure, as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Office

patent file or records, but otherwise reserves all (copyright or mask work) rights

whatsoever.

[00018] The present embodiments relate to a system for computerized employee evaluations.

The system can be adapted to allow an employee evaluation to be conducted on a

monthly, quarterly, half yearly, and yearly period.
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[00019] The system can include at least one processor. The processor can be in

communication with a database. The system can have computer instructions

requiring a user ID and a password to access computer instructions in the database.

The database can be encrypted.

[00020] The system can have at least on client device for communicating with the processor.

The client device can be hard wired to the processor or can be in wire less

communication with the processor.

[00021] The database can include computer instructions. The computer instructions can

include at least one fillable employee evaluation template with at least 8 non-

industry specific categories.

[00022] The system can also include computer instructions for creating at least one

department. The creation of the department can be defined as creating a link to a

portion of the database named for a specific department, within which data related to

supervisors of the department and employees working within the department are

stored. For example, a user, which can be a supervisor, a chief executive officer, a

human resource officer, or a similar person in the organization, can use the system

and the computer instructions to create a database named after a department within

the organization, such as a marketing department, engineering department,

operations department, or similar common departments in an organization.

Employee profiles for each employee within the department are stored in the

database.

[00023] The system can also include computer instructions for creating at least one

supervisor profile with supervisor information, and for associating the supervisor

profile with at least one department. For example the supervisor profile can be

created by entering the specific name of a supervisor such a John Smith, this name

can be linked to a department created by the computer instruction for creating a

department. Then the supervisor can be able to access employee profiles associated

with employees within the department the supervisor is associated with.
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[00024] The system can also have computer instructions for creating at least one employee

profile and associating the at least one employee profile with the at least one

department. For example, if a created department has two employees Tom and Bill

the computer instruction for creating an employee profile can be used to create a file

within the created department named for each employee, the employee profile can

be associated with the created department allowing an associated supervisor to

access Tom and Bill's profiles.

[00025] When the employee profiles are created the system can have computer instructions

allowing a photo of the employee to be associated with the created employee profile.

[00026] The system can be adapted to only allow the supervisor to view employee profiles

associated with the supervisor's department.

[00027] In an embodiment of the system, the at least one supervisor reports directly to a

manager, and the manager can have access to department information of all

supervisors directly reporting to the manager. The manager can report to a division

manager, and the division manager can have access to department information of all

supervisors reporting to the manager. A chief operating officer, a chief executive

officer, another officer of the business organization, a human resource officer, a

legal department personnel, and combinations thereof can have access to all

departments information.

[00028] The employee profile can be created by uploading employee information from a

linked data-source. For example the database can be linked to a master employee

record created by human resources. The linked record can be in excel format or

comma space value (CSV).

[00029] The system can also have computer instructions enabling the at least one supervisor

to perform an evaluation of the employees associated with his department.

[00030] The evaluation includes the steps of selecting one of the fillable employee

evaluation templates. Then selecting the employee profile for the employee to be
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evaluated from the created employee profiles. When the employee profile is selected

any prior employee evaluation records for the selected employee profile can be

available to the supervisor doing the evaluation.

[00031] Then the supervisor can click on 1 of 5 ratings for each of the at least 8 non-industry

specific categories to designate the rating as a score. The at least 8 non-industry

specific categories can include productivity; teamwork; job habits; quality;

attendance; flexibility; dependability; and job knowledge. The 1 of 5 ratings can be

associated with 5 rating categories, such as unsatisfactory, marginal, satisfactory,

good, and exceptional.

[00032] In an embodiment the 8 non-industry specific categories can be customized by the

chief operating officer, chief executive officer, other officers of the business

organization, human resource personnel, legal department personnel, and

combinations thereof.

[00033] During the evaluation, the supervisor can view continually adjusting real time

scoring in a displayed score section. For example as the supervisor rates the selected

employee on the scale of 1 to 5 for the 8 non-industry specific categories the display

score section will update in real time. If the employee had an average of 2 for all

categories in the last two evaluations and the supervisor clicks on the 4 rating for

each category then the composite average score section, also referred to as the year-

to-date score, can be updated in real time to display an composite average score of

2.67 for the last three evaluations.

[00034] The continually adjusting real time score can include a total score of the selected

employee, an average score for all at least 8 different categories, and a composite

average for all total scores of the selected employee. The composite average score is

a score for up to 12 months of total scores of the selected employee.

[00035] The supervisor can then insert supervisor comments into a supervisor comments

section. After this step a supervisor completed employee evaluation is formed. The

supervisor can then save the supervisor completed employee evaluation.
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[00036] In an embodiment, the employee evaluation can continue by the supervisor e-

mailing a notification that the employee's supervisor evaluation is complete, and

that the employee's comments are needed on the supervisor completed employee

evaluation. The employee can then go to the supervisor to have his comments

inputted to the employee comment section on the supervisor completed employee

evaluation, forming an employee completed employee evaluation.

[00037] After the employee completed evaluation is formed the employee completed

employee evaluation can be printed and the selected employee and the supervisor

can sign the printed employee completed employee evaluation.

[00038] In an alternative embodiment the supervisor can print out the supervisor completed

employee evaluation and give a hard copy or email to the selected employee and the

selected employee can insert his comments onto the hard copy of the supervisor

completed evaluation. The supervisor can then input the employee comments to the

employee comment section of the supervisor completed employee evaluation

creating an employee completed evaluation.

[00039] The system can include a means of controlling a supervisor completed employee

evaluation. The means for controlling the supervisor completed employee evaluation

can be master password protecting the evaluated employees file. The master

password can be an alphanumeric password. The system can then require a master

password before a person can edit the supervisor completed employee evaluation. In

an embodiment of the system only the department supervisor can have the master

password allowing the supervisor to edit the supervisor completed employee

evaluation after insertion of the master password.

[00040] The system can include computer instructions for creating an icon in the programs

file of the processor and on a desktop of the at least one client device to access the

computer instructions stored in the database.

[00041] Turning, now to the Figure 1 depicts an embodiment of the system. The depicted

system 1 can have at least one processor 10a. For example the processor can be a
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Pentium™ processor, a customized processor, a personal computer, a lap top, or

similar processors commonly known in the art.

[00042] The processor 10a can be in communication with a database 12. The database 12 can

be integral with the processor or remote from the processor in a first data storage

100a and connected to the processor by a network 11, a flash drive in

communication with the processor 10, or similar media used to store data. A second

processor 10b can be an administrative processor with a second data storage 100b,

that is an administrative data storage for receiving all real time scoring of all

selected employees. The second processor 10b can also be in communication with

database 12 via the network 11.

[00043] At least one client device 14 can be in communication with the processor allowing

the supervisor or other user to input information into the database. The client device

14 can be personal computer with a key board, a laptop, or similar devices used to

input information into a processor. The client device 14 can be in communication

with the first processor, second processor, or both processors by a wireless

connection, a wired connection, or a network connection. The client device 14 can

also be in communication with at least one processor through network 11.

[00044] The database 12 can include computer instructions 13, which include at least one

fillable employee evaluation template with at least 8 non-industry specific

categories. There can be more than the 8 non-industry specific categories.

[00045] The categories can include productivity, such as how fast the employee completes

required work; teamwork, such as how the employee works with other employees to

accomplish a job task; job habits, such as attention to detail; quality, such as how

well done the employees work product is; attendance, such as tardiness or absences;

flexibility, such as how well the employee is able to adjust to different circumstance;

dependability, such as if the employee completes his work task when needed; and

job knowledge, such as how well the employee grasps the use of a mechanical press.

[00046] The database can also include computer instructions 15 for creating at least one
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department. The created department can be an engineering department of the

organization, a sales department of an organization, a marketing department, or

similar departments that make up business organization. The system further has

computer instructions 22 for creating a supervisor profile and associating the

supervisor profile with the created department. The supervisor's information can be

inputted to the supervisor profile, the supervisor information can include the

supervisor's department, the name of the supervisor, the supervisor's hire date, an e-

mail address for the supervisor, or similar identification or contact information.

[00047] The database 12 can also include computer instructions 19 comprising computer

instructions creating an exit interview template for a selected employee for

completing, stored in the database with the supervisor completed employee

evaluation.

[00048] The system can also include computer instruction 23 for creating an employee

profile and associating the employee profile with the department.

[00049] The system can also have computer instructions 26 enabling the at least one

supervisor to perform an evaluation of an employee within the supervisor's

department using the employee's employee profile. An embodiment of the steps for

conducting the evaluation of the employee can be seen in Figure 7 .

[00050] The system can also have computer instructions 28 for displaying a percentage of

all employee profiles placed in each of the 5 rating categories. The computer

instructions 28 can also be used to depict a percentage of all employee profiles

within a specific department that have been placed in each of the 5 rating categories.

[00051] Figure 2 depicts an embodiment of a screen shot for creating a department. The

computer instructions for creating a department can display the depicted screen shot,

which will allow a supervisor, a human resource personal, or similar officer of an

organization to create a department. The supervisor can use the computer

instructions for creating a department by inputting the department name into box

200. Then the supervisor can click on the ok button 202. The computer instructions
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can then create a file within the data storage named after the department.

[00052] The department view box 206 can display all created departments. Department

information box 208 can display the number of employee profiles associated with

each created department and the number of supervisor profiles associated with each

created department.

[00053] Figure 3 depicts an embodiment of a screen shot for creating a supervisor profile

and associating the supervisor with a department. The screen shot depicted in Figure

3 is created by the computer instructions for creating a supervisor profile. The

supervisor's name is inputted into the supervisor's name box 300, the name can be

inputted by a supervisor, a human resource personal, or another officer of the

business organization.

[00054] A user ID can be inputted into the user ID box 302. The user ID can be a user name

such as "coall2". A password is inputted into the password box 304. The password

can be selected by the supervisor and can be alpha numeric.

[00055] The created supervisor profile can then be associated with a specific created

department by using the supervisor department check box 306. To complete the

creation of the supervisor profile the ok button 308 can be clicked.

[00056] Figure 4 depicts an embodiment of a screen shot for creating an employee profile

and associating the employee profile with a department.

[00057] The computer instructions for creating the employee profile can include employee

name box 400. For example if the department has an employee Bill Jones, and the

supervisor wants to create an employee profile for Bill Jones he can enter Bill Jones

into employee name box 400.

[00058] The employee profile can be associated with a department by inserting the

employee's department name in department name box 402. For example if Bill

Jones works in the marketing department then marketing can be entered into

department name box 402.
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[00059] In evaluation period box 406 the evaluation period can be selected. For example the

evaluation period can be monthly, quarterly, half yearly, and yearly. The joining

date for the employee can be entered into the joining date box 408.

[00060] A photo of the employee can also be loaded into the employee profile by the use of

photo upload box 412.

[00061] The employee e-mail can be entered into the e-mail box 404. After the employee

profile is created using the computer instructions for creating the employee profile,

the employee is associated with the department entered in department name box,

when the ok button 410 is clicked on.

[00062] The computer instruction for creating the employee profile can also display an

employee-view box 414 as the employee profile is being created. The employee-

view box 414 can display all employee profiles created.

[00063] Figure 5 depicts an embodiment of a screen shot for performing an evaluation of an

employee. The employee evaluation template is depicted in Figure 5 . The employee

template includes at least 8 non-industry specific categories.

[00064] The first non-industry specific category 500 is job knowledge. Job knowledge

describes if the employee understands and has mastered all skills of assigned jobs.

In the depicted employee evaluation form the supervisor performing the evaluation

has classified the evaluated employee in an unsatisfactory rating category 550 for

the first category 500, by clicking on the 1 rating section 524 associated with the

first non-industry specific category 500.

[00065] The second non-industry specific category 502 is productivity. The second non-

industry specific category 502 rates the employee on the employee's work pace and

ability to complete work in allotted time. The evaluated employee has been placed

in a marginal rating category 552 for the second non-industry specific category 502,

by the supervisor clicking on the 2 rating section 521a associated with the second

non-industry specific category 502.
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[00066] The third non-industry specific category 504 is team work. The third non-industry

specific category rates the employee on his ability to cooperate with team members,

how he contributes to the team, and the employee's customer service. The evaluated

employee has been placed in a satisfactory rating category 554 for the third non-

industry specific category 504, by the supervisor clicking on the 3 rating section

530a, which is associated with the third non-industry specific category 504.

[00067] The fourth non-industry specific category 506 rates the employee on his job habits.

The fourth non-industry specific category 506 rates the employee on if the employee

work area is clean and organized, if the employee wears required attire, and if the

employee works safely. The evaluated employee has been placed in a good rating

category 556 for the fourth non-industry specific category 506, by the supervisor

clicking on the 2 rating section 518a, which is associated with the fourth non-

industry specific category 506.

[00068] The fifth non-industry specific category 507 rates the employee on his quality. The

fifth category looks at if the employees work is thorough, neat and accurate. The

evaluated employee has been placed in an exceptional rating category 558 for the

fifth non-industry specific category 507, by the supervisor clicking on the 5 rating

section 516, which is associated with the fifth category 507.

[00069] The sixth non-industry specific category 510 is attendance. The sixth category rates

the employee on if he starts on time and works throughout the shift. The evaluated

employee has been placed in the good rating category 556 for the sixth non-industry

specific category 510, by the supervisor clicking on the 4 rating section 518b, which

is associated with the sixth non-industry specific category 510.

[00070] The seventh non-industry specific category 512 is flexibility. The seventh non-

industry specific category rates the employee on how easy he learns and masters

new skills, if he is willing to be moved to different jobs, and areas. The evaluated

employee has been placed in the satisfactory rating category for the seventh non-

industry specific category 512 by the supervisor clicking on the 3 rating section
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530b, which is associated with the seventh non-industry specific category 512.

[00071] The eighth non-industry specific category 514 is dependability. The eighth non-

industry specific category 514 rates the employee on how the employee follows

instructions, if the employee correctly performs his job, and how much supervision

the employee needs. The evaluated employee has been placed in the marginal rating

category 552 for the eighth non-industry specific category 514 by the supervisor

clicking on the 2 rating section 521b, which is associated with the eight non-industry

specific category 514.

[00072] As the employee is evaluated by the supervisor clicking on the rating section

associated with each of the at least 8 non-industry specific categories, the total score

box 540 displays a real time total score for all 8 non-industry specific categories for

the employee. The score is calculated based on the point value assigned with each

rating section.

[00073] The average score box 541 displays in real time the average score for the evaluated

employee. The average score is calculated by summing each score for each of the 8

non-industry specific category and dividing by the number of categories rated. For

example if the supervisor has rated the employee on two of the 8 non-industry

specific categories and the employee was given a 2 rating for one of the 8 non-

industry specific categories and a 3 for the other non-industry specific categories,

then the average score box 541 can display an average score of 2.5.

[00074] The year-to-date score box 542 gives the composite average for a 12 month period

of evaluations.

[00075] A photo of the selected employee can be displayed in the photo box 503.

[00076] The legend box 551 explains the relationship between the rating and the rating

category. Each rating category can be associated with a color code. For example the

rating 1 is associated with the unsatisfactory rating category, and the color green can

indicate when an employee has been rated a 1 for a non-industry specific category.
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[00077] The supervisor enters his comments in the supervisor's comments section 546. After

the supervisor enters his comments a supervisor completed employee evaluation is

completed.

[00078] The supervisor can then have the employee enter his comments into the employee

comment section 549 at the same time or the supervisor can print out or email the

supervisor completed employee evaluation and give it to the employee for the

employee to enter the employee comments into the employee comment section 549,

at which time the supervisor can input the hand written employee's comments into

the employee comment box on the supervisor completed employee evaluation and

form an employee completed employee evaluation.

[00079] The supervisor completed employee evaluation can be saved. Further the employee

completed employee evaluation can be saved.

[00080] The supervisor can authenticate the employee completed employee evaluation by

inserting his signature manually on a printed employee completed evaluation. The

employee can authenticate the employee completed employee evaluation by

inserting his signature on the printed employee completed employee evaluation.

[00081] Figure 6 is an embodiment of a screen shot created by the computer instruction for

generating a percentage of all employee profiles placed in each of the 5 rating

categories. The employee average box 640 displays a list of employee profiles, the

departments the employee profiles are associated with and their composite average

rating.

[00082] The representation box 642 displays a chart 644 representing the percentage of

employee profiles placed in each of the five rating categories. The chart can be a pie

chart, a bar chart, or a similar graphical chart. The representation box 642 has a type

selection box 646, where the user can select to view the percentage of supervisor

profiles within each of the 5 rating categories or the percentage of employees within

each of the 5 rating categories.
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[00083] The user can then use the department drop down box 648 to select all employee

profiles or all employee profiles associated with a specific department. The user can

then use the date range drop down box 650 to select a time period. For example if

the user wants to see the percentage of employee profiles within each of the 5 rating

categories for the time period starting on May 05, 2005 and ending June 05, 2005

the employee can selected the appropriate date range from the date range drop down

box 650.

[00084] After the user has selected the type, the department, and the date range he can click

on the view chart box 653 and the computer instructions can generate the

appropriate chart.

[00085] The representation box 642 also includes a legend box 655. The legend box

identifies each of the 5 rating categories and displays the percentage of employee

profiles within each of the 5 rating categories. The user can click a view all link 657

and it will display a list of all employee profiles within the associated rating

category.

[00086] Figure 7 depicts a flow diagram for the embodiments of performing an employee

evaluation. In step 600, the supervisor selects one of the tillable employee

evaluation templates. In step 602 the supervisor views any prior employee

evaluation records for the selected employee.

[00087] In step 604, the supervisor clicks on 1 of 5 ratings for each of the at least 8 non-

industry specific categories to designate the rating as a score for the employee's

performance. The rating scale starts at 1 and ends at 5 . 5 is the highest score.

[00088] In step 606, as the supervisor clicks on the ratings for each of the at least 8 non-

industry specific categories, the supervisor views continually adjusting real time

scoring in a displayed score section for the selected employee.

[00089] In step 608, the supervisor inserts comments into a supervisor comments section

forming a supervisor completed employee evaluation. The supervisor comments can
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include "the employee has dedication to the company." After the supervisor enters

the supervisor comments a supervisor completed employee evaluation is created.

Then in step 610 the supervisor completed employee evaluation is saved.

[00090] Figure 8 depicts an embodiment of the method for creating an employee completed

evaluation. The method starts at step 608, as previously described in Figure 6 . In the

depicted embodiment, in step 614 the employee edits the supervisor completed

employee evaluation by inserting his comments in the employee comments section.

The employee comments can be "I can like more training on the press operation."

Then in step 620 the employee completed employee evaluation can be saved.

[00091] Instead of step 614 the supervisor can print the supervisor completed employee

evaluation in step 616. Then in step 617 the supervisor can give the printed

completed supervisor employee evaluation to the employee and the employee can

enter his comments onto the employee comment box by hand. Then in step 619 the

supervisor can input the hand written employee comments to the supervisor

completed employee evaluation forming an employee completed employee

evaluation. Then in step 620 the employee completed employee evaluation can be

saved.

[00092] The saving of the employee completed employee evaluation can include using

computer instructions in the database to save the employee completed evaluation to

the created employee profile in the database.

[00093] The system has been described in detail with particular reference to certain

embodiments, thereof, but it will be understood that variations and modifications

can be effected within the scope of the embodiments, especially to those skilled in

the art.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A system for computerized employee evaluations comprising:

a . at least one processor in communication with at least one database;

b. at least one client device for communicating with the at least one processor;

c . computer instructions comprising at least one fillable employee evaluation

template with at least 8 non-industry specific categories, wherein the computer

instructions are stored in the at least one database;

d . computer instructions for creating at least one department, wherein the computer

instructions are stored in the at least one database;

e . computer instructions for creating at least one supervisor profile and for

associating the supervisor profile with at least one department, wherein the

computer instructions are stored in the at least one database;

f . computer instructions for creating at least one employee profile and associating

the at least one employee profile with the at least one department; wherein the

computer instructions are stored in the at least one database; and

g . computer instructions enabling the at least one supervisor to perform an

evaluation of the at least one associated employee comprising the steps of:

(i). selecting one of the fillable employee evaluation templates;

(ii). selecting the at least one employee to be evaluated as a selected

employee;

(iii). clicking on 1 of 5 ratings for each of the at least 8 non-industry

specific categories to designate the rating for the at least 8 non-

industry specific category, wherein the rating is associated with a
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score;

(v). viewing continually adjusting real time scoring for the selected

employee;

(vi). inserting supervisor comments into a supervisor comments section

forming a supervisor completed employee evaluation for the

selected employee ; and

(vii) saving the supervisor completed evaluation in at least one

database.

2 . The system of claim 1, wherein the supervisor completed employee evaluation is printed.

3 . The system of claim 1, further comprising a means of controlling a supervisor completed

employee evaluation, wherein the means requires a master password for editing of the

supervisor completed employee evaluation.

4 . The system of claim 3, wherein the supervisor comments are editable only by a

supervisor after inputting the master password.

5 . The system of claim 1, wherein the continually adjusting real time score comprises a

total score of the selected employee, an average score for all at least 8 non-industry

specific categories, and a composite average for all total scores of the selected

employee.

6 . The system of claim 5, wherein the composite average score is a score for up to 12

months of total scores of the selected employee.

7 . The system of claim 1, wherein the at least 8 non-industry specific categories comprise:

a . productivity; b. teamwork; c . job habits; d . quality; e . attendance; f . flexibility; g .

dependability; and h . job knowledge.

8. The system of claim 1, further comprising computer instructions requiring a user ID and
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a password to access the computer instructions in the database.

9 . The system of claim 1, wherein the evaluation further comprises printing the supervisor

completed evaluation; the evaluated employee inserting comments into an employee

comment section on the supervisor completed employee evaluation forming an employee

completed employee evaluation; wherein the evaluation further comprises the supervisor

and employee signing the employee completed evaluation.

10. The system of claim 1, further comprising computer instructions allowing the evaluated

employee to insert comments into the supervisor completed evaluation, before saving the

supervisor completed evaluation.

11. The system of claim 1, wherein the non-industry specific categories are customizable by

a chief operating officer, a chief executive officer, an other officer of the business

organization, a human resource personnel, a legal department personnel, and

combinations thereof.

12. The system of claim 1, wherein the creating at least one employee comprises uploading

employee information from a linked data-source.

13. The system of claim 1, wherein the supervisor has access only to employee profiles

associated with the department associated with the supervisor.

14. The system of claim 1, further comprising computer instructions that enable an e-mail

notice that the supervisor completed employee evaluation has been completed to be sent

to the evaluated employee.

15. The system of claim 1, wherein the database is encrypted.

16. The system of claim 1, further comprising an administrative processor with

administrative data storage for receiving all real time scoring of all selected employees.

17. The system of claim 1, further comprising computer instructions for forming an exit

interview template of the selected employee and storing the completed exit interview

template in the database with the supervisor completed employee evaluation.
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